We study the problem of community detection in hypergraphs under a stochastic block model. Similarly to how the stochastic block model in graphs suggests studying spiked random matrices, our model motivates investigating statistical and computational limits of exact recovery in certain spiked tensor models. In contrast with the matrix case, the spiked model naturally arising from community detection in hypergraphs is different from the one arising in the so-called tensor Principal Component Analysis model. We investigate the effectiveness of algorithms in the Sum-of-Squares hierarchy on these models. Interestingly, our results suggest that these two apparently similar models might exhibit very different computational to statistical gaps.
I. INTRODUCTION
Community detection is a central problem in many fields of science and engineering. It has received much attention for its various applications to sociological behaviours [1] , [2] , [3] , protein-to-protein interactions [4] , [5] , DNA 3D conformation [6] , recommendation systems [7] , [8] , [9] , and more. In many networks with community structure one may expect that the groups of nodes within the same community are more densely connected. The stochastic block model (SBM) [10] is a simple model that attempts to capture such community structure.
Under the SBM, each pair of nodes is connected randomly and independently with a probability decided by the community membership of the nodes. The SBM has received attention for its sharp phase transition behaviors [11] , [12] , [13] , computational versus information-theoretic gaps [14] , [15] , and as a test bed for many algorithmic approaches including semidefinite programming [13] , [16] , spectral methods [17] , [18] and belief-propagation [19] . See [20] for a survey on the subject.
Let us illustrate a version of the SBM with two equal-sized communities. Let y P t˘1u n be a vector indicating community membership of an even number n of nodes and assume that the size of two communities are equal, i.e., 1 T y " 0. Let Part of this work was done while A. S. Bandeira was with the Mathematics Department at MIT and supported by NSF Grant DMS-1317308. : Partially supported by ONR grants N00014-14-1-0072 and N00014-17-1-2177. p and q be in r0, 1s indicating the density of edges within and across communities, respectively. Under the model, a random graph G is generated by connecting nodes i and j independently with probability p if y i " y j or with probability q if y i ‰ y j . Let p y be any estimator of y given a sample G. We say that p y exactly recovers y if p y is equal to y oŕ y with probability 1´o n p1q. In the asymptotic regime of p " a log n{n and q " b log n{n where a ą b, it has been shown that the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) recovers y when ? a´?b ą ? 2 and the MLE fails when ? a´?b ă ? 2, showing a sharp phase transition behaviour [13] . Moreover, it was subsequently shown in [16] and [21] that the standard semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation of the MLE achieves the optimal recovery threshold.
A fruitful way of studying phase transitions and effectiveness of different algorithms for the stochastic block model is to consider a Gaussian analogue of the model [22] . Let G be a graph generated by the SBM and let A G be the adjacency matrix of G. We have
It is then useful to think A G as a perturbation of the signal EA G under centered noise. This motivates the following Gaussian noise model. Given a vector y P t˘1u n with 1 T y " 0, a random matrix T is generated as
for all i, j P rns. This model is often referred as Z 2 -synchronization [21] , [22] . It is very closely related to the spiked Wigner model (or spiked random matrix models in general) which has a rich mathematical history [23] , [24] , [25] .
In many applications, however, nodes exhibit complex interactions that may not be well captured by pairwise interactions [26] , [27] . One way to increase the descriptive ability of these models is to consider k-wise interactions, giving rise to generative models on random hypergraphs and tensors. Hypergraphic versions of the SBM were considered in [28] , [29] , [30] .
For the sake of exposition we restrict our attention to k " 4 in the sequel. Most of our results however easily generalize to any k and will be presented in a subsequent publication. In the remaining of this section, we will introduce a hypergraphic version of the SBM and its Gaussian analogue.
A. Hypergraphic SBM and its Gaussian analogue
Here we describe a hypergraphic version of the stochastic block model. Let y be a vector in t˘1u n such that 1 T y " 0. Let p and q be in r0, 1s. Under the model, a random 4uniform hypergraph H on n nodes is generated so that each ti, j, k, lu Ď rns is included in EpHq independently with probability # p if y i " y j " y k " y l (in the same community) q otherwise (across communities).
Let A H , the adjacency tensor of H, be the 4-tensor given by
Let y " l4 be the 4-tensor defined as
Since y P t˘1u n , we have Note that for any quadruple of distinct nodes pi, j, k, lq we have pEA H q ijkl " pq1 b4`p p´qqy " l4 q ijkl . In the asymptotic regime of p " a log n{`n´1 3˘a nd q " b log n{`n´1 3˘, there is a sharp information-theoretic threshold for exact recovery. Results regarding this hypergraphic stochastic block model will appear in subsequent publication. Here we will focus on the Gaussian counterpart.
Analogously to the relationship between the SBM and the spiked Wigner model, the hypergraphic version of the SBM suggests the following spiked tensor model:
where W is a random 4-tensor with i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries. We note that here the noise tensor W is not symmetric, unlike in the spiked Wigner model. We note that assuming W to be a symmetric tensor would simply scale σ by ? 4!.
II. THE GAUSSIAN PLANTED BISECTION MODEL
Given a sample T, our goal is to recover the hidden spike y up to a global sign flip. Let p y be an estimator of y computed from T. Let ppp y; σq be the probability that p y successfully recovers y. Since W is Gaussian, ppp y; σq is maximized when
Theorem 1. Let ą 0 be a constant not depending on n.
Then, as n grows, ppp y M L ; σq converges to 1 if σ ă p1´ qσå nd ppp y M L ; σq converges to 0 if σ ą p1` qσ˚, where σ˚"
Here we present a sketch of the proof. Observe that p y M L is not equal to y if there exists x P t˘1u n distinct from y such that 1 T x " 0 and f pxq ě f pyq. For each fixed x, the difference f pxq´f pyq is equal to
Hence, Pr pf pxq´f pyq ě 0q is equal to
This probability is maximized when x and y differs by only two indices, that is, x T y " n´4. Indeed one can formally prove that the probability that y maximizes f pxq is dominated by the probability that f pyq ą f pxq for all x with x T y " n´4. By union bound and standard Gaussian tail bounds, the latter probability is at most
hich is approximately
and it is o n p1q if σ 2 ă n 3 8 log n as in Theorem 1. We defer further details to [31] .
III. EFFICIENT RECOVERY
Before discussing the Gaussian model, let us describe an algorithm for hypergraph partitioning. Let H be a 4-uniform hypergraph on the vertex set V " rns and A H be its adjacency tensor. Then the problem can be formulated as
One approach for finding a partition is to consider the multigraph realization of H, which appears in [28] , [29] in different terminology. Let G be the multigraph on V " rns such that the multiplicity of edge ti, ju is the number of hyperedges e P EpHq containing ti, ju. One may visualize it as substituting each hyperedge by a 4-clique. Now, one may attempt to solve the reduced problem
which is unfortunately NP-hard in general. Instead, we consider the semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation max xA G , Xy subject to X ii " 1 for all i P rns,
This approach achieves recovery to nearly-optimum parameters: there is a constant multiplicative gap between the guarantee and the information-theoretic limit. This will be treated in a future publication.
Here we had two stages in the algorithm: (1) "truncating" the hypergraph down to a multigraph, and (2) relaxing the optimization problem on the truncated objective function. Now let us return to the Gaussian model T " y " l4`σ W.
Our goal is to find the maximizer of f pxq. Note that
Let f p2q pxq be the degree 2 truncation of f pxq, i.e.,
x is x it¸.
Here we have ignored the constant term of f pxq since it does not affect the maximizer. For each ts ă tu Ď t1, 2, 3, 4u, let Q st be n by n matrix where
Then, f p2q pxq " 1
This Q is analogous to the adjacency matrix of the multigraph constructed above. It is now natural to consider the following SDP:
max xQ, Xy subject to X ii " 1 for all i P rns, @ X, 11 T D " 0, X ľ 0.
(1) Theorem 2. Let ą 0 be a constant not depending on n. Let p Y be a solution of (1) and pp p Y ; σq be the probability that p Y coincide with yy T . If σ ă p1´ qσp 2q where
We present a sketch of the proof. A similar idea was used in [16] , [21] for the stochastic block model.
We construct a dual solution of (1) which is feasible with high probability, and certifies that yy T is the optimum solution for the primal (1). By complementary slackness, such dual solution must be of the form S :" D Q 1´Q 1 where Q 1 " diagpyqQdiagpyq and D Q 1 is diagpQ 1 1q. It remains to show that S is positive semidefinite with high probability.
To show that S is positive semidefinite, we claim that the second smallest eigenvalue of ES is Θpn 3 q and the operator norm }S´ES} is Opσn 3{2 ?
log nq with high probability. The first part is an easy calculation, and the second part is application of a nonasymptotic bound on Laplacian random matrices [21] . Hence, S is positive semidefinite with high probability if σn 3{2 ? log n À n 3 , matching the order of σp 2q .
IV. STANDARD SPIKED TENSOR MODEL
Montanari and Richard proposed a statistical model for tensor Principal Component Analysis [32] : T " τ¨v b4`W where v P R n is an arbitrary unit vector (spike), W is a random 4-tensor with i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries, and τ ě 0 is the signal-to-noise ratio. They showed a nearlytight information-theoretic threshold for approximate recovery: when τ ! ? n then the recovery is information-theoretically impossible, while if τ " ? n then the MLE gives a vector v 1 P R n with |v T v 1 | " 1´o n p1q with high probability.
Subsequently, sharp phase transitions for weak recovery, and strong and weak detection were shown in [33] . Those information-theoretic thresholds are achieved by the MLE for which no efficient algorithm is known. Montanari and Richard considered a simple spectral algorithm based on tensor unfolding, which is efficient in both theory and practice. They show that the algorithm finds a solution v 1 with |v T v 1 | " 1´o n p1q with high probability as long as τ " Ωpnq [32] . This is somewhat believed to be unimprovable using semidefinite programming [34] , [35] , or using approximate message passing algorithms [36] .
For clear comparison to the Gaussian planted bisection model, let us reformulate the model in a slightly different setting. Let y P t˘1u n and σ ě 0. Given a tensor T " y b4`σ W
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where W is a random 4-tensor with independent, standard Gaussian entries, we would like to recover y exactly. The MLE is given by the maximizer of gpxq :" @ x b4 , T D over all vectors x P t˘1u n . Theorem 3. Let ą 0 be any constant which does not depend on n. Let λ˚"
?
2¨n 3{2 ? log n . When σ ą p1` qλ˚, exact recovery is information-theoretically impossible (i.e. the MLE fails with 1´o n p1q probability), while if σ ă p1´ qλ˚then the MLE recovers y with 1´o n p1q probability.
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1 (see [31] for a proof). Note that both λ˚and σ˚are in the order of n 3{2 { ? log n. The standard spiked tensor model and the Gaussian planted bisection model exhibit similar behaviour when unbounded computational resource is given.
A. Sum-of-Squares based algorithms
Here we briefly introduce Sum-of-Squares based relaxation algorithms. Given a polynomial p P Rrx 1 ,¨¨¨, x n s, consider the problem of finding the maximum of ppxq over x P R n satisfying polynomial equalities q 1 pxq " 0,¨¨¨, q m pxq " 0. Many hard combinatorial optimization problems can be reduced into this form, including max-cut, k-colorability, and general constraint satisfaction problems. The Sum-of-Squares hierarchy (SoS) is a systematic way to relax a polynomial optimization problem to a sequence of increasingly strong convex programs, each leading to a larger semidefinite program. See [37] for an exposition of the topic.
There are many different ways to formulate the SoS hierarchy [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] . Here we choose to follow the description based on pseudo-expectation functionals [37] .
For illustration, let us recall the definition of gpxq: given a tensor T " y b4`σ W, we define gpxq " @ x b4 , T D . Here gpxq is a polynomial of degree 4, and the corresponding maximumlikelihood estimator is the maximizer max gpxq subject to x 2 i " 1 for all i P rns,
Let µ be a probability distribution over the set tx P t˘1u n : 1 T x " 0u. We can rewrite (2) as max µ E x"µ gpxq over such distributions. A linear functional r E on Rrxs is called pseudoexpectation of degree 2 if it satisfies r E 1 " 1 and r E qpxq 2 ě 0 for any q P Rrxs of degree at most . We note that any expectation E µ is a pseudoexpectation, but the converse is not true. So (2) can be relaxed to max r E gpxq subject to r E is a pseudoexpectation of degree 2 , r E is zero on I
where I Ď Rrxs is the ideal generated by ř n i"1 x i and tx 2 i1 u iPrns . The space of pseudoexpectations is a convex set which can be described as an affine section of the semidefinite cone. As increases, this space gets smaller and in this particular case, it coincides with the set of true expectations when " n.
B. SoS on spiked tensor models
We would like to apply the SoS algorithm to the spiked tensor model. In particular, we will consider the degree 4 SoS relaxation of the maximum-likelihood problem. We note that for the spike tensor model with the spherical prior, it is known that neither algorithms using tensor unfolding [32] , the degree 4 SoS relaxation of the MLE [34] , nor approximate message passing [36] achieve the statistical threshold, a statisticalcomputational gap is conjectured to be present. Moreover, higher degree SoS relaxations were considered in [35] and proved that the degree is required to be n Ωp q to achieve recovery in the asymptotic regime σ « n 1` for any small ą 0. We show an analogous gap of the degree 4 SoS relaxation for t˘1u n prior. The proof of Theorem 4 is very similar to one that appears in [34] , [35] . In the proof it is crucial to observe that
The upper bound can be shown via Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for pseudoexpectations and the lower bound can be shown by constructing a pseudoexpectation r E which is highly correlated to the entries of W. We defer the details to [31] .
C. Comparison with the planted bisection model
Here we summarize the statistical-computational thresholds of two models, the planted bisection model and the spiked tensor model. log n then recovery is informationtheoretically possible, and if σ ą pc` q n 3{2 ? log n then the recovery is impossible via any algorithm. Moreover, there is an efficient algorithm and a constant c 1 ă c such that the algorithm recovers y with high probability when σ ă c 1 n 3{2 ? log n . ‚ For the spiked tensor model, there is a constant C ą 0 not depending on n such that for any ą 0 if 2017 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SAMPLING THEORY AND APPLICATIONS (SAMPTA) σ ă pC´ q n 3{2
? log n then the recovery is informationtheoretically possible, and if σ ą pC` q n 3{2 ? log n then the recovery is impossible. In contrast to the planted bisection model, all efficient algorithms known so far only successfully recover y in the asymptotic regime of σ À n. We note that the efficient, nearly-optimal recovery is achieved for the planted bisection model by "forgetting" higher moments of the data. On the other hand, such approach is unsuitable for the spiked tensor model since the signal y b4 does not seem to be approximable by a non-trivial lowdegree polynomial. This might shed light into an interesting phenomenon in average complexity, as in this case it seems to be crucial that second moments (or pairwise relations) carry information.
All information-theoretic phase transition exhibited in the paper readily generalize to k-tensor models and this will be discussed in a future publication. In future work we will also investigate the performance of higher degree SoS algorithms for the planted bisection model.
